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Try Audible and Get Two Free Audiobooks

From #1 New York Times Bestselling Author Barbara Freethy comes CLOSER TO YOU, a suspenseful,

heartwarming and page-turning novel about secrets and family and how far you'll go to protect the person you love. 

Renowned scientist Ian Callaway believes in numbers, logic and reason. His life is an equation that always adds up,

until his mentor asks him to do him a small favor. This favor sends him out of his lab and smack into Grace O'Malley,

a free-spirited, beautiful elementary school teacher, who believes in love and miracles. 

He was only supposed to deliver a package from Grace's estranged father, but a sudden snowstorm, a gathering of

world leaders, and unexpected danger changes everything.

Ian doesn't know if he wants love, but he could sure use a miracle. If he can find a way to believe in Grace and the

impossible, he might just get both. 

Also Available In The Callaway Series:

On A Night Like This (#1)

So This Is Love (#2)

Falling For A Stranger (#3)

Between Now And Forever (#4)

Nobody But You (A Callaway Wedding Novella)
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All A Heart Needs (#5)

That Summer Night (#6)

When Shadows Fall (#7)

Somewhere Only We Know (#8)

Callaway Cousins

If I Didn't Know Better (#1)

Tender Is The Night (#2)

Take Me Home (A Callaway Novella)

Closer To You (#3) 

Once You're Mine (#4) 

Can't Let Go (#5)

If you like romantic suspense, you might also enjoy the Lightning Strikes Trilogy:

Beautiful Storm (#1)

Lightning Linger (#2)

Summer Rain (#3)

PRAISE FOR BARBARA FREETHY NOVELS:

"I love The Callaways! Heartwarming romance, intriguing suspense and sexy alpha heroes. What more could you

want?" -- NYT Bestselling Author Bella Andre

"I adore The Callaways, a family we'd all love to have. Each new book is a deft combination of emotion, suspense and

family dynamics. A remarkable, compelling series!" -- USA Today Bestselling Author Barbara O'Neal

"Once I start reading a Callaway novel, I can't put it down. Fast- paced action, a poignant love story and a tantalizing

mystery in every book!" -- USA Today Bestselling Author Christie Ridgway

"In the tradition of LaVyrle Spencer, gifted author Barbara Freethy creates an irresistible tale of family secrets,

riveting adventure and heart-touching romance." -- NYT Bestselling Author Susan Wiggs on Summer Secrets

"This book has it all: heart, community, and characters who will remain with you long after the book has ended. A

wonderful story." -- NYT Bestselling Author Debbie Macomber on Suddenly One Summer

"Freethy has a gift for creating complex characters." -- Library Journal

"Barbara Freethy is a master storyteller with a gift for spinning tales about ordinary people in extraordinary

situations and drawing readers into their lives." -- Romance Reviews Today

"A fabulous, page-turning combination of romance and intrigue. Fans of Nora Roberts and Elizabeth Lowell will love

this book." — NYT Bestselling Author Kristin Hannah on Golden Lies

"Powerful and absorbing...sheer hold-your-breath suspense." —NYT Bestselling Author Karen Robards on Don’t Say

A Word

“A warm and wonderful book about love, family and everything that’s important in life. Irresistible! I loved it!” —
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NYT Bestselling Author Susan Elizabeth Phillips on Ask Mariah
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